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Abstract
During last years data are growing up in term of size and im-
portance. Several applications start to focus on using differ-
ent kind of data for describing several phenomena or, if possi-
ble, trying to predict them. Thanks to social networks become
easy to gather data from users since they are directly provid-
ing them. Using Facebook every day, the average user pro-
vide a clear profile about what he likes, which cities he visit,
his own favourite places and also about people who is shar-
ing part of its life. Despite Facebook at the beginning do not
provide any advertisement, sells any goods or asked money
to its own user, on 2004 it was evaluated 10 billions dollars
and today its own value is more than 300 billion dollars. This
huge amount of money suggests that probably there is an ”in-
ner value” for who is able to know or use these kind of in-
formation. The role of Network Theory in the study of the
financial crisis has been widely spotted in the latest years.
It has been shown how the network topology and the dy-
namics running on top of it can trigger the outbreak of large
systemic crisis. In this thesis are presented some application
of data with the aim to exploit their own financial value us-
ing a network perspective. First, an explorative analysis on
geo-localized data from Facebook for economic estimation is
showed. Moreover, the network from financial statements
covering a large database of worldwide banks is introduced,
showing some features emerging during last global financial
crisis of mid-2007. Finally, the Bitcoin network is investi-
gated, measuring how long blocks and transactions require
to propagate through peers, introducing an efficiency mea-
sure of the Bitcoin payment system.
xviii
Introduction
In the last years Internet has become a huge source of information and
data that span in different fields. Nowadays finding information related
to companies such as income statements, balance sheets and price series
is easy, but also, thanks to social networks, it is possible to find also data
related to common users and their habits, including for instance which
places they visited, brands they like and their own topics of interest. Data
derived from user activities, especially, are growing up in size every day
and scientists are studying how it is possible to exploit this knowledge
opening to new applications, such as forecast economical indicators or
profiling models for users. Recent applications of social media data, col-
lected from Twitter, IMDb and data gathered from online newspaper,
were used to forecast the box-office revenue of movies after their release
[13; 64; 73]. Aggregated information of Tweets, or volumes of queries
submitted by users to search engines, become also accessible, i.e. through
Google Trend, allowing to see what are the most popular trend queries
in a certain geographic area, focusing also on user age or on a specific
reference time. These data were analysed in relationship to several eco-
nomics and financial features, such as unemployment [16; 53], sales [16]
or private consumption [32; 61]. All these studies shows that it is pos-
sible to track present outcomes or to predict future behaviours within
an acceptable success rate, using social or economic/financial data [45]
and this leads researchers to use data to track equities and stock returns
[47] or to provide new insight or pattern in advance [54]. As an example,
evidences of correlation were found between transaction volume of com-
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panies and social data, such as the number times these companies were
cited by the Financial Times [8], or considering volume of web search
queries [28] and Twitter events [58]. Using social media data in order to
predict consumptions is driven by the fact that people are leaving their
opinions and reviews about products and this lead itself to generate a
trend for the market. The full potential domain applications of using
data to forecasting sales events has not been totally explored, also due to
the fact that relationships between data and products or events cannot
hold for those which received less attentions on social media [37]. The
use of Network Theory also grows up in fields such as economics and
finance, as need of better understanding relationships among entities,
such as banks, companies or users. Since financial institutions could be
more or less interconnected, according to their investment strategy, and
they can suffer by contagion or cascade effects. Cascade dynamics hap-
pens when a failure of a single or group of nodes can be propagated to its
neighbours and this is a critical factor for financial instability [11; 14; 15].
This scenario is common when institutions are too-connected-to-fail , re-
ducing in this way their individual risk but gaining exposure to exter-
nal cascade dynamics [6; 29; 43; 70] importing distress from their neigh-
bours [66]. Given that, one possible solution can be introducing regu-
latory mechanisms on a collective level such that regulating each bank
as a function of its individual risk, but considering also other correlated
to it [6]. This is coherent with the fact that if the banks have only few
links they are more robust against the default of a single institution [29].
Financial systems present a robust-yet-fragile tendency and even if the
contagion probability may be low, when a default occurs the effects can
be widespread [43; 44]. Default cascades in financial systems were intro-
duced by Eisenberg and Noe [50] which defined the problem, concluding
that the loss induced by bank default is an estimation of how the bank is
important for the network’s stability. This work is considered a standard
on financial networks and adopted or extended [44; 46]. Main drivers
for system cascades in interbank systems consist on network topology,
liquidity, capital ratio and centrality of the bank who spreads the crisis
[60]. Studies on how these factors matters can be found on [7; 22; 30].
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When the market is illiquid, topology has an important effect but in gen-
eral there is not one dominant topology [60]. In general capital helps
banks, increasing their survival probability and also improving the per-
formances during crisis [22].
Taking into account the previous literature, the aim of this work is to
introduce a new data analysis workspace, which uses a network perspec-
tive and put in relationship different kind of social/news data with eco-
nomical/financial/social data, having the power of making analysis or
simulations useful to identify new general pattern, correlation or causal-
ity useful to data mining and forecasting applications.
The thesis is structured as follow:
• Chapter 1 describes the data workspace created and presents all its
available data, and also data used in the next chapters.
• Chapter 2 contains an explorative analysis with the aim of putting
in relationship Facebook data provided by the framework within
US Census Data, in order to nowcast economic indicators.
• Chapter 3 presents the work “The Accounting Network: how Fi-
nancial institutions react to systemic crisis”, which uses the frame-
work created on the previous chapter to retrieve data from Bloomberg
and does the analysis.
• Chapter 4 reports the study “Blockchain Inefficiency: The Bitcoin
Peers Network”.
Chapter 1 describes the architecture of the data framework built. Here it
will be presented all the data sources used to collect the data. The aim
of the framework is to provide an environment which allows to analyse
and simulate different kind of models for financial, news and social data.
The framework provided all the data used in the following chapters and
it was wrote implementing Bloomberg API, Facebook Graph API, US
Census API, Google API and the Bitcoin protocol. Moreover, it will de-
fine the datasets used in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2 illustrate a explorative analysis with the aim of studying Face-
book Places Data for nowcasting applications. Currently, economical in-
dicators are built using surveys. This kind of indicators are very impor-
tant in order to estimate economy’s trend of a certain region but they
have the drawback of being available at least within a 3 months time de-
lay. Specifically, I will investigate whether Facebook data can be used as
proxy for defining economic indicators, or if they can be paired with ac-
tual indicators in order to increase their quality and to anticipate possible
trends. To achieve that, dataset from Facebook will be paired with data
from the United States Census Bureau (US Census).
On Chapter 3, Financial Data provided by the previous data framework,
specifically Balancesheet Data for a set of Tickers belonging to the Banks
Sector from Bloomberg, are used to introduce the concept of Account-
ing Network. Even if market data are highly representative of investors
perception, the novelty idea behind this study is that, during periods of
distressed market conditions, they could be dis-informative if considered
alone. Since the availability of balance sheets for each ticker is different,
we defined an index, called quality ratio, in order to see how the network
stability change in relationship to the input dataset. After selecting and
cleaning the dataset, it will be presented some analysis on the reference
period from 2001 to 2013. Networks measures during the reference pe-
riod will be compared with classical economic indicators from literature,
and a community detection algorithm will be applied to identify which
communities emerge from the network. Finally the principal component
analysis is applied to understand which financial variables characterize
each cluster. Some correlations for the reference period are discovered
among network measures and economic indicators.
Chapter 4 is a study of the Bitcoin [55] peers network which consists
of about 5 thousand client connected each other, using a customized ver-
sions of the Bitcoin Client and obtaining different performance in terms
of data shared with the network. The topic is novelty since distributed
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ledgers become popular only during last couple of years. Also, the ref-
erence literature is provided only by Decker [33] and Coinscope [10].
Decker analysed only the blocks propagation mechanism and defined
a model able to investigate Fork events. Coinscope [10] found the influ-
ential nodes on the Bitcoin network, but his work is not repeatable due to
some security changes on the Bitcoin client [5]. The present work studies
the Bitcoin network, investigating if Decker’s results are still valid today
regarding block propagations, and introducing the concept of efficiency
of the whole Bitcoin payments system, and of the Blockchain itself. Bit-
coin users know that, after including a transaction in the Blockchain, it
is necessary to wait until 6 confirmations (six new block on top of the
one where the transaction is included) in order to consider the amount
spendable. Moreover the Blockchain in practice is not able to process
more than 6 transactions per second (in theoretical conditions). This re-
search wants to show the network ability on processing transactions and
to inspect the presence of any factor which may be exploited in order to
gain a competitive advantage on the other users.
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Chapter 1
Data collection
1.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the raw data collected from the sources in order
to built the data framework. All the different API implemented, such as
Bloomberg Terminal API, Yahoo! Finance and Facebook Graph API are
explained and also are showed how data were collected from the Bitcoin
Network. All the datasets described will be used in the following chap-
ters. Facebook data represents the basis of two future work. The first one
aims at studying whether and how geo-localized data from Facebook
Places (likes, checkins and talking about counts) allow to discover uni-
versal patterns which enable to measure economic activities or to now-
cast local economies for a certain area, introduced as an explorative anal-
ysis on Chapter 2. The second work aims at forecasting product sales
with user interactions data on Facebook Pages related to selected brands.
Balance sheets will be used in Chapter 3 to study relationships between
economic indicators and network measures during the period from 2001
to 2013, including the 2008 crisis. Bitcoin and Blockchain Data will be
studied on Chapter 4. These technologies are pretty recent and are at-
tracting a huge amount of scientists, developers and practitioner even if
the current academic literature about them is very poor.
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1.2 Financial Data
Financial Data were downloaded using two main sources: Yahoo! Fi-
nance and Bloomberg API. Both were implemented using Python as pro-
gramming language. Yahoo! Finance API allow the user to download
data for free from several different Yahoo! services (i.e Finance! or Ya-
hoo! Answer) or third party applications1 (i.e. Stack Overflow, Spotify
and Steam). The number of requests that can be submitted to the ser-
vice is limited to 2000/hour (if the request is sent as anonymous user)
or 20000/hour (using the OAuth Authentication and an API Key). Com-
pared with yahoo! Bloomberg offers a huge amount of financial data
and news, but requires to pay an expensive subscription. The frame-
work built is able to process and analyse balance sheets and equity price
series for a specified ticker.
1.2.1 Project 1: The Accounting Network
The dataset analysed covers the set of banks provided by Bloomberg which
were active (i.e. with traded instruments) at the end of the first quarter
of 2014. Although quarterly information is available, it was focused on
annual balance sheets and income statements for accounting standard
reasons, as different countries can have different obligations in terms of
the provision of quarterly financial statements and this can lead to a mis-
match and a poor variables coverage. Data are collected during the ref-
erence period from 2001 to end of 2013.
As regards financial statements data, they were selected large set of vari-
ables among those available in Bloomberg and related to the current reg-
ulatory framework [25]. The analysis focus on proxies for banking busi-
ness models (see e.g. [31; 71]). In particular, balance sheet data provide a
year-by-year picture of stock variables in terms of assets and liabilities for
different instruments and maturities, while income statement data de-
scribe annual economic performances by partitioning profits and losses
according to banking activities ranging for instance from interests to fees.
1A full list of available services made available by the API could be found on [72]
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Since national regulations allow firms to fix a different end of fiscal year,
the “end of year” definition was extended and the relative financial state-
ments according to a window in the range between three months be-
fore and after the end of the solar year. Solving overlapping issues in
variables definitions, as well as the base currency choice, constitute the
first step in the data pre-processing procedure. Firstly, total and sub-
total measures were discarded (as they are redundant measures), and
secondly US dollars is chosen as currency base, thus facilitating banks
comparisons.
Working with financial statements data often leads to limitations in data
coverage and completeness. Therefore, the starting point of our analysis
is represented by the selection of a stable set of banks in terms of data
availability during the sample period. In particular, banks might change
the composition of their financial statements or they might be excluded
by the Bloomberg provider due to several reasons, such as for instance a
new regulation or a change in the bank’s economic activities. This, in
turn, might cause missing values for some variables or lack of financial
statements for several banks in certain years. In order to limit the impact
of these issues on our findings, it would be explained the methodology
used in order to measure the coverage of available variables for each
bank in the reference period. The Quality Ratios (QRs) is defined as the
proportion of available and usable variables VOK over the maximum of
all possible ones VALL in the sample period: QR = VOK/VALL. The tun-
ing of this indicator, combined with two more filters on the frequency of
financial reporting, provides a stable set of banks identified by their QR.
The two additional criteria are: a minimum number of financial state-
ments of ten out of thirteen possible fiscal years and a maximum gap
period between two consecutive annual reports equal to seven hundred
days. Once selected those banks that report almost continuously their
financial statements, they were studied according to their respective QR.
Actually, individual QRs, as empirically computed on the entire perime-
ter, lie in the range between 0.3 (low accuracy/coverage) and 0.8 (high
accuracy/coverage). Interestingly, many measures computed on the sets
of banks obtained by fixing the QR do not seem to be significantly af-
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fected by its choice (except, as expected, for high QRs, where the size of
the sample reduces significantly). There are few available banks which
hold a greater values of the QR parameter, since only few of them have
a large set of variables present in many of their financial statements. As
the estimates are stable in a reasonable QR range, in this work it is anal-
ysed the set arising from the case of QR = 0.5 that, even if arbitrary, still
represents a good compromise between the accuracy of the estimate and
the size of the sample (see Figure 12).
1.3 Facebook Graph API
The framework built is able to retrieve Facebook Data using the Facebook
Graph API[39]. On the following it will be described how retrieve data
from Pages entities related to social counters (i.e. check in, likes) and user
interactions (posts and comments).
1.3.1 Project 2: Facebook as micro-economic data source
The aim of this work is to show the possibility to nowcast economical
indicators through social networks data. Data used are collected from
the US Census, as micro-economic source, and from Facebook. We select
a relevant geographic sample consisting in more than 100 counties and
about 5700 tract. We used this geographic sample in order to retrieved all
the Facebook pages located inside the specified tract area, understanding
how pages category are distributed among each tract and recording their
everyday actions.
The dataset is built selecting two random counties from each State of
the United States 2 in order to obtain a dataset that includes information
2Regads Alaska were excluded North Slope, Northwest Arctic, Yukon-Koyukuk, Nome,
Wade Hampton, Bethel, Dillingham, Aleutians West, Aleutians East Denali, Fairbanks
North Star, Kenai Peninsula, Lake and Peninsula, Matanuska-Susitna, Skagway-Yakutat-
Angoon, Southeast Fairbanks and Valdez-Cordova because their size is not comparable
with others counties.
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Figure 1: America’s sample. In yellow are represented the selected counties.
related to Places from 101 counties of the United States (see tables 1 and
2 for the full list).
For each Place, Facebook Graph API provides two kind of informa-
tion, some static attributes and some counters. In order to keep the data
“general purpose”, the statical information selected (if available) for each
place are represented by:
• id - The Page ID.
• about - Information about the Page.
• attire - Dress code of the business. Applicable to Restaurants or
Nightlife. Can be one among Casual, Dressy or Unspecified.
• category - The Page’s main category. e.g. Product/Service, Com-
puters/Technology.
• category list - The Page’s sub-categories.
• description - The description of the Page.
• founded - When the company was founded. Applicable to Compa-
nies.
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Table 1: List of counties selected.
State Counties
Alabama Cleburne, Escambia
Alaska Anchorage, Ketchikan Gateway
Arizona Maricopa, Cochise
Arkansas Lincoln, Greene
California Marin, San Bernardino
Colorado Elbert, Grand
Connecticut Hartford, Windham
Delaware Sussex, New Castle
District of Columbia District of Columbia
Florida Citrus, Desoto
Georgia Bulloch, Macon
Hawaii Kalawao, Honolulu
Idaho Custer, Idaho
Illinois Lee, Cumberland
Indiana Perry, Johnson
Iowa Henry, Monona
Kansas Cherokee, Seward
Kentucky Breathitt, Logan
Louisiana Iberville, Catahoula
Maine Washington, Oxford
Maryland Harford, Allegany
Massachusetts Essex, Hampshire
Michigan Lake, Saginaw
Minnesota Freeborn, Watonwan
Mississippi Leake, Copiah
Missouri Cooper, Audrain
Montana Dawson, Musselshell
Nebraska Sheridan, Red Willow
Nevada Pershing, Lyon
New Hampshire Cheshire, Merrimack
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Table 2: List of counties selected.
State Counties
New Jersey Mercer, Hudson
New Mexico Valencia, Taos
New York Greene, Schenectady
North Carolina Randolph, Hyde
North Dakota Ramsey, Eddy
Ohio Highland, Hardin
Oklahoma Logan, Creek
Oregon Deschutes, Jackson
Pennsylvania Cumberland, Cameron
Rhode Island Kent, Washington
South Carolina Barnwell, Marion
South Dakota Hanson, Jerauld
Tennessee Claiborne, Cheatham
Texas Gregg, Midland
Utah Davis, Box Elder
Vermont Lamoille, Chittenden
Virginia Hopewell, Lynchburg
Washington Jefferson, Ferry
West Virginia Mercer, Preston
Wisconsin Chippewa, Dane
Wyoming Lincoln, Goshen
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• general info - General information provided by the Page.
• global brand page name - If the Page is in a Global Pages structure
and the viewer has a role on the Page. This is the Page name with
the country code(s) that redirects to it appended in parentheses. If
the Page is not part of a Global Pages structure or if the viewer does
not have a role on the Page, this is simply the Page name.
• global brand parent page - If the Page is in a Global Pages struc-
ture, this is the brand’s global (parent) Page.
• hours - Indicates the opening hours for this location.
• is permanently closed - For businesses that are no longer operat-
ing.
• is unclaimed - Indicates whether the Page is unclaimed.
• is verified - Pages with large numbers of followers can have the
authenticity of their identity manually verified by Facebook. This
field indicates whether the page is verified in this way.
• location - The location of this place. Applicable to all Places.
• name - The name of the Page. This field can only be updated when
the Page has less than 200 fans.
• parking - Information about the parking available at a place.
• price range - Price range of the business. Applicable to Restaurants
or Nightlife.
• restaurant services - Services the restaurant provides. Applicable
to Restaurants.
• restaurant specialties - The restaurant’s specialties. Applicable to
Restaurants.
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Since these information usually do not change over time, they need to be
collected only the first time and eventually requires periodical checks for
any updates.
The Counters instead are dynamic, and they can change every time users
interact with the place, therefore, in order to achieve daily statistics, they
are recorder every day. Counters available are:
• talking about count - The number of people talking about the Page.
• were here count - The number of visits to the Page’s location. If the
Page setting Show map, check-ins and star ratings on the Page are
disabled, then this value will also be disabled.
• likes - The number of users who like the Page. For Global Brand
Pages this is the count for all pages across the brand.
• checkins - Number of checkins at a place represented by a Page.
Starting from the counters it will be possible to built time series re-
lated to a specific place or within a group of places relative to the same
category. In order to collect data from Facebook it has been used GIS
data provided by GADM database of Global Administrative Areas [42]
regarding all the counties in the United States. For each county it is pos-
sible to get some information such as the coordinates of the box that in-
cludes the county and the points needed for defining its shape. After
choosing the counties list for the sample, it was defined a fixed number
of points on unit area density in order to guarantee that each county’s
number of points is proportional to their geographic area. Having multi-
ple points for each county makes redundancy on the number of requests
but it was observed to be a necessary step since, after some tests with
the Facebook Graph API, the number of entities returned by a request is
strictly sensitive by the coordinates of the point itself (this effect was no-
ticed using Facebook Graph API v2.2). Hence, it was necessary to include
more points of the neighbours area in order to get more accurate results
from requests. Besides, there were some problems with the Facebook
Graph API depending on the coordinates of the points in the request. To
solve these problems, it was defined that an area of 1.7 squared degrees
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Figure 2: U.S Census statistics for the King county.
(obtained by the product of latitude and longitude) contains 1000 points.
For the sample selected it means 30520 points to request through the API.
This number is higher compared to the Facebook daily rate limits. In or-
der to avoid this limit can lead problems that could cause the ban of the
user from the developer platform, each point was checked and classified
by its result that could be:
• Done: a request for a point which return data.
• Disabled: a request for a point which does not provide any data.
• Error: a request for a point which, despite it is valid, provides an
unknown error (probably due to Facebook server’s availability or
with the availability of the page/points itself at the current time)
After this points classification, for each day all the Disabled points
were neglected, obtaining a set of 18295 points and saving more than 12
thousand requests in a day. Indeed, since each county has not the same
geographical size, they should include a different number of points, so
for two neighbours points, their results may contain a common data part.
These facts could be exploited in two ways:
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1. Use the pages’ id provided by each point to solve a minimization
problem in order to have the same number of pages with the mini-
mum number of requests.
2. Order the point requests with respect to counties in order to request
two neighbours points with a time delay and not in series. This will
be useful for obtaining more updated information for each page
which is included in more than one point result.
It was chosen the second approach, in order to increase temporal infor-
mation about pages from the set of about 18 thousand points.
1.3.2 Project 3: Facebook to forecast brand sales
It is also possible to analyse the messaging activities pages related to
brands have with users in order to forecast sales. Each brand on Face-
book may have a variable number of pages, according to its social media
presence, popularity or marketing strategy adopted by the firm. Starting
from a list of famous firms, for each of them, it was looked for a set of
related Page entities from Facebook in order to downloaded all the avail-
able information. A page on Facebook can be created by users or auto-
matically generated by the social network itself after a third-user action
(i.e. users can made a check in and, in this way, if there are no any Page
related to the Place, Facebook will automatically create it). Furthermore,
users can create “fake Pages” in order gain traffic/visitors pretending to
be a popular brand. Through the Search function of the API there are
several information available, as it possible to see [4] for each page are
available the following information:
• Category indicating which category the page is related to (i.e. Cloth-
ing, Local Business, Community etc).
• is unclaimed if it is setted to True means that the Page was self gen-
erated by Facebook and it does not belong to any user. A user can
claim the possession of the page in future, in this case it will be
automatically set to False.
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• global brand root id When more pages belong to the same brand
or page it is possible to find here the page root.
• name The main name showed by the page.
• website The website of the page, if available.
• brand The brand we used for the search.
• global brand parent root similar to global brand root id, showing the
name of the root page.
• is verified Some pages can have the authenticity of their identity
manually verified by Facebook. In this case this field is set to True
In order to isolate “fake Pages” we grouped them using this fields
obtaining, as an example, groups of Pages which share the same website
or the page root and we neglected all the pages who has not any infor-
mation in common. After this first check we manually checked again the
pages to keep, as showed in table 3 Actually Facebook Graph API Don’t
allow to gather Data from self-generated Pages, and try to remove fake
pages once reported. Data retrieved through the API have a hierarchical
structure, as showed on 3. To built the time series we extract from each
post all the comments, obtaining the following fields dataset:
• brand Indicating the brand which the page is referring to.
• page Id of the page on Facebook.
• id Id of the post. The format Facebook uses for ids is pageid postid.
Comments have the same id of the parent post.
• type indicate if the record refer to a post or a comment.
• created time timestamp of the post or comment.
• updated time timestamp of the last modify, if any.
• from Id belonging to who create the post or comment. It could refer
to an user or to another page (pages could leave comments).
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• message lenght number of character of the message.
• place id Id of the Facebook Page registered to the place where the
user wrote the post, if available.
• place latitude latitude coordinates of the user who left the post, if
available
• place longitude longitude coordinates of the user who left the post,
if available
• users likes Count of users who liked the post or the comment.
• pages likes Count of pages which liked the post or the comment.
• total likes count total number of likes for the post or comment equal
to users likes + pages likes
1.4 Bitcoin Data
In order to collect Bitcoin data it is necessary to develop a custom Bit-
coin client which will join to the network and store the data. In order to
work well, the customized client has to implement at least the following
messages:
• getaddr This message is used to request a list of known node to a
connected peer and will issue an “addr” message as response.
• addr Used to send peers to neighbours after a new connection or
as reply of a “getaddr” request.
• ping Message used to check if the connection is still alive.
• pong reply to a “ping” message.
• inv This message is sent by a client in order to announce new blocks/peers/transactions.
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Table 3: Number of Pages found and selected on Facebook for each Brand.
Brand Total number of Pages Selected Pages
Abercrombie 432 30
Adidas 493 89
Calin Klein 406 25
Chico’s 447 202
Crocs 479 40
Gamestop 384 4
HomeDepot 421 10
kenneth cole 325 7
LaCoste 513 25
Levi 504 15
Loreal 504 101
Mattel 510 21
Meijer 417 50
newbalance 260 28
Nike 501 66
nissen 476 17
petco 366 17
Puma 510 30
radioshack 423 31
Reebok 427 114
Spanx 91 6
Speedo 471 36
Timberland 443 47
Tommy Hilfiger 411 37
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Figure 3: Structure of the Data retrieved using Facebook Graph API for the
entity Page.
Implementing these messages and establish a connection with each
reachable node it is possible to retrieve almost all the activities generated
by the networks. Since the amount of data propagated is very high, it
was stored only transactions and blocks ids. Establishing more than one
connection for each node has the drawback that it may interfere with the
network’s dynamic. Regarding blocks propagated the dataset consist of
the following fields:
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• Address the ip address of the node
• block hash the block hash propagated by the node
• timestamp an integer corresponding to date and time when the
block was received by the client.
• Height the index of the block in case it was included in the Blockchain.
• Blockdate the timestamp of in case it was included in the Blockchain.
1.4.1 Project 4: The Bitcoin Peer Network
We listened the Bitcoin network activity during the period from Wed,
04 May 2016 01:20:45 GMT to Wed, 11 May 2016 18:44:58 GMT. We col-
lected 592GB of data in a period of 1209 valid blocks (from block height
410119 to 411327) mined during the listening time window. The most
part of data regard transactions “inv” messages (589 GB) while the re-
maining is related to blocks “inv” messages. During the investigation
time we found 12424 nodes, from which 12168 relay transactions, 11532
relay blocks and 11549 relay both. Due to the large amount of data re-
ceived, we decided to classify blocks and transactions as follow:
• Blocks
Mined During Listening Block (MDLB) - This set identify all
the blocks which were included on the Blockchain during the lis-
tening period and propagated by the peers before the next block
was discovered. There are 1209 blocks discovered by 530 source
nodes and spread through 11179 destination nodes. The maximum
number of blocks discovered by a single node during the listening
time is 86.
Echo Blocks (EB) - This set identifies all the blocks already
included in the Blockchain and propagated in delay. There were
propagated 406457 echo blocks, from 6938 nodes. These Data were
not analysed.
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Fork Block (FB) - This set identifies all the blocks not included
in the Blockchain, propagated by the peers with a valid hash (below
the proof-of-work threshold). There were 34 fork Blocks. These
data were not analysed.
Invalid Block (IB) - This set identifies all the blocks not in-
cluded in the Blockchain, propagated by the peers and having a
hash above the proof-of-work threshold (so they should be dis-
carded by the peers). There were 51103 Invalid Blocks transmitted
by 23 nodes. These data were not analysed.
• Transactions
Blockchain Transaction (BT) - Valid Transaction, included in
a Blockchains Block and propagated before the block it is included
is discovered and propagated through the network. We received
1744899 Blockchain Transaction, from which 1725508 were included
in a block during the listening time and 19391 were included in a
block after the recording time. Since it is not possible to know for
how long a transaction is spread on the network we decided to dis-
card the transactions received for the first time during the first and
the last block and also those which were received after they were
included into a block. We also don’t analysed transaction with
Locktime setted (about 5 thousands), the final set of transactions
analysed count 64994 which were generated by 2518 nodes.
Echo Transaction (ET) - Valid Transaction, included in a Block
but propagated in delay. We received 12425 echo transactions. These
data were not analysed.
Invalid Transaction (IT) - Transaction not valid for some rea-
sons. We received 62889 Invalid transactions. These Data were not
analysed.
On table 4 it is possible to see some statistics regarding blocks of the
Mined During Listening set, making a comparison between the time of
each block and the time when a block was discovered from the network.
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Listening Time Blockchain Time
Minimum Time -5.48 seconds -558 seconds
Maximum Time 4650.09 seconds 4642 seconds
Medium Time 550.05 seconds 550.05 seconds
Variance 550.11 seconds 550.30 seconds
Percentile 50% 383.25 seconds 384 seconds
Table 4: This table show some time statistics related to Mined During Lis-
tening Blocks set, comparing timestamp wrote on each block within the time
reported inside the Blockchain. The time on the Blockchain can be wrong
since a miner could vary the timestamp if the nonce don’t converge to a
valid proof-of-work block. The minimum time is negative due to a Fork
event. During the monitored period we observed that the minimum time
required to a block to be mined is about 2 minutes, while the maximum
time is 77 minutes. Also, the medium time for discovering a block is about
9 minutes and the 50% percentile is about 6 minutes.
Table 5 and 6 show respectively the protocols and the Bitcoin client used
by the nodes of the network.
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Table 5: Bitcoin Protocol version used by nodes
Protocol number of clients
70012 6655
70002 3013
N/A 771
7000 1153
70013 88
70010 78
80001 71
70011 68
80000 24
99999 4
50400 2
70014 2
60000 1
70003 1
60002 1
80002 1
Figure 4: This figure compare the number of Transactions received by our
client per block (in blue) and the number of transactions included in the
Blockchain during the same block mining time (in red).
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Table 6: Bitcoin Client Software used by nodes
Color Bitcoin Software and Version Number of clients
firebrick Classic:0.12.0 2969
indianred Satoshi:0.12.1 1790
hotpink Satoshi:0.12.0 1691
gold Satoshi:0.11.2 1323
lightsalmon N/A 771
mistyrose Satoshi:0.11.0 368
greenyellow Satoshi:0.10.2 233
fuchsia Satoshi:0.11.1 226
indigo Classic:0.11.2 184
lightcoral Satoshi:0.12.99 144
darkolivegreen Satoshi:0.11.2(bitcore) 142
dimgray Satoshi:0.9.3 122
ivory Satoshi:0.10.0 116
skyblue BTCC:0.12.1 93
lightseagreen Satoshi:0.8.6 72
papayawhip Satoshi:0.9.1 71
burlywood BitcoinUnlimited:0.12.0(EB16; AD4) 70
blanchedalmond Satoshi:0.10.1 67
pink Satoshi:0.9.2.1 56
white Satoshi:0.8.5 42
darkslategray Bitcoin XT:0.11.0D 29
orangered Bitcoin XT:0.11.0 26
peru Bitcoin XT:0.11.0E(Linux; x86 64)/&22’, 22
brown Satoshi:0.8.1 20
seashell Bitcoin XT:0.11.0E(Windows; x86 64) 19
lightskyblue Satoshi:0.11.99 18
gray Satoshi:0.12.0/Knots:20160225 18
olive Bitcoin XT:0.11.0C 17
darkseagreen BitcoinUnlimited:0.11.2 12
mediumorchid Satoshi:0.10.4 12
lawngreen Satoshi:0.8.3 12
crimson btcwire:0.4.0/btcd:0.12.0 11
palegreen Classic:0.12.1 10
antiquewhite Satoshi:0.11.2/ljr:20151118 10
tomato Satoshi:0.9.5 8
yellow Statoshi:0.12.99 8
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Figure 5: Number of nodes reached by a new valid block before a following
block is discovered (left). The color are associated with the size of the block
with blue being smaller and red larger. The black line is the average of all
the observation and the two dashed green lines are respectively the 10%
(lower) and 90% (upper) percentiles. The right plot is a detail of the initial
propagation within the first 10 seconds.
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Chapter 2
Facebook as microeconomic
Data Source
2.1 Introduction
With the increasing and extensive adoption of web 2.0 and Social Net-
works, the Internet has become a very rich source of different kinds of
freely and publicly accessible data and contents. Nowadays it is pos-
sible to access data describing financial and economical statistics, and,
more importantly, data pertaining to news and social data. Examples of
the latter are represented by web queries and visited places which are
picking up interests among researchers interested in developing a bet-
ter understanding of users’ habits and building profiling models. The
web surfing experience for a user is not constrained anymore or limited
to the mere retrieval of information, but it also produces in itself a great
deal of information. This kind of data about user activity ranges from
shopping preferences to mobility habits, musical tastes and smartphone
applications. It is not surprising that, given the amount of information
they can reveal, these data are used by companies like Google or Netflix
to forecast user preferences and to suggest potentially interesting con-
tents, increasing in the revenues from their distribution. Recently, sci-
entist have also exploited the idea of social media fingerprint, defined
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by all the users activities, using it also in study related to unemploy-
ment [52], consumption indicators [62] and new car sales trend [17]. The
aim of this work is to study whether and how geo-localized data from
Facebook Places (likes, checkins and talking about counts) allow to dis-
cover universal patterns which enable to measure economic activities or
to nowcast local economies for a certain area. Economical Information
about consumer spending, employment and mobility regarding a geo-
graphic area are very important in order to estimate the economic ac-
tivities but probably their main drawback is represented by their time
delay which is usually greater than three months. Specifically, I will in-
vestigate whether social data can be used as economic indicators in or-
der to forecast the economics activity of a certain county/city/tract or if
this data could be paired with actual indicators in order to increase their
quality and to anticipate possible trends. To achieve that, dataset from
Facebook will be paired with data from the United States Census Bureau
(US Census). This chapter contains an explorative analysis on Facebook
data available on the data framework in order to show its potential for
economics purposes.
2.2 Methods
The aim of this work is to investigate the possibility of nowcasting eco-
nomical indicators through social networks data. Data used are collected
from the US Census, as micro-economic source, and from Facebook. A
relevant geographic sample consisting in more than 100 counties and
about 5700 tract is selected as described on chapter 1. This geographic
sample is used in order to retrieve all the Facebook Pages located in-
side the specified area. This allow also to understand how pages cate-
gories are distributed among each city or area in order to define patterns
and recording their everyday actions. The dataset includes two random
counties from each State of the United States 1 in order to contains in-
1Regads Alaska were excluded North Slope, Northwest Arctic, Yukon-Koyukuk, Nome,
Wade Hampton, Bethel, Dillingham, Aleutians West, Aleutians East Denali, Fairbanks
North Star, Kenai Peninsula, Lake and Peninsula, Matanuska-Susitna, Skagway-Yakutat-
Angoon, Southeast Fairbanks and Valdez-Cordova because their size is not comparable
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formation related to Places from 101 counties of the United States (see
tables 1 and 2 for the full list). Starting from the counters is possible to
built time series related to a specific place or within a group of places
relative to the same category. All these data collected through Facebook
will be studied in pair with the U.S Census data [68] or with any other
economic or financial dataset which provide a geographic locations. As
it was already discussed, U.S. Census provides economical and demo-
graphical data related to U.S. territory. Data from U.S. Census are ob-
tained through surveys and they suffer of an important delay, with a
minimum of three months. Due to that nowcasting studies become very
important for economist in order to estimate now actual indicators that
will be obtained in the future. This is a preliminary work, showing only
information about the Facebook dataset. Future developments will fo-
cus on analyse if there are any relationships between Facebook data and
Economical/Financial data.
2.3 Results and Discussion
Data were collected in a period starting on Feb 23, 2015 and stopped on
July 1. Data collected during this temporal window contains more than
454 thousands places on Facebook belonging to the selected counties set.
For each place it is possible to obtain information related to its own cate-
gory or sector and also the counters increments due by users interactions.
The first application of the framework could be to use Facebook data as a
measure of the urban growth of a specific county, and relating it with the
economical data obtained by Census data. Economic Indicators are very
useful for drawing a picture of the overall economic activities of a geo-
graphical area. They are basically sentiment indicators made up through
household surveys, so they present some drawbacks, such as temporal
delay and high costs. The time delay and the high costs depend on all
the operations behind organization of surveys. Usually economic indi-
cators come out with several months of delay. In U.S. this delay is gen-
erally near to three month. Hence, when they become available, they
with others counties.
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Figure 6: Total number of checkins grouped by pages’ category
refer to three month in the past and not to the actual economic situation.
For this reason, the field of forecasting current unobserved consumption
(nowcast) is growing at a higher peace. Furthermore, there is no guar-
antee that these indicators represent a true measure of the regions’ econ-
omy, first because they are the sentiment of householders and also since
they don’t include shadow economic activities. The advantages of using
Facebook data are principally related to their nature: public, with a high
resolution and available in real time. Moreover, as already described,
Facebook Places provide a lot of useful information like their classifica-
tions, the price range and, of course, their geographical location. The
pages’ counters allow to built time series for a Place or grouping them
by sector. The main hypothesis is that social actions flows on private
consumption business are related to economic indexes provided by the
U.S. Census Bureau. Following this rationale, it will be also possible to
obtain similar economic indexes behind counties that present analogous
patterns or overlap of shops distribution and social activities. Facebook
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Figure 7: Total number of likes grouped by pages’ category
Search API provides also information related to the page and some coun-
ters whose value represents the total interactions with that place at the
actual time. Through the use of time series it may be possible to evaluate
the interaction rate with the palaces during a certain period for a spe-
cific region. By comparing these trends it may be possible for example
to identify tourist areas and whether there are peaks in a certain period.
Furthermore, analysing the statistics with respect to the average level of
activities inside a county, in some cases it should made possible to de-
fine the source of the mobility flow. It could be also possible to couple
Facebook flows with others social geolocalized stream, such as Twitter
and made comparisons among them. Furthermore, as discussed in [63]
estimating shadow economic activities is crucial for countries however,
it is very difficult to get accurate information about the phenomena be-
cause involved individuals don’t wont be identified. Shadow economic
activities are in part absorbed by regular businesses, this because, part
of the shadow cash is spent in regular stores or shops. Other examples
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involve money laundering where a regular business is involved in pro-
ducing false invoices in order to justify an amount of money obtained
by crime activities with the Internal Revenue Service. In these cases, for
example, it could be identified an high online activity in a non tourist
or poor area, or vice versa, that does not correspond to the economic ex-
pected indexes of the area. Facebook Data may be useful to track a profile
for each county and may also enable to extract some patterns in order to
define the economies’ eco-systems. Under certain parameters, such as
population or demographics extension, these patterns could result co-
herent or suspect compared to the characteristics of the territory. Lets
think for example to a pattern for a tourist area. It is expected a spread of
restaurants and hotels, and also a big online activity among them while,
a business area may presents different patters because hotels and restau-
rants may be less diffuse. All these kind of networks could be compared
among them and, also, against the U.S. Census data in order to discover
if there are some anomalies or some frequent patterns/structures. Social
data collected through Facebook for same sectors could define a pictures
of the actual economy, especially regarding places or firms that have in-
vested in their brand to make it a “status symbol”. Considering this kind
of places, users usually posts their recent activities on the social network
in order to celebrate their new purchase or a dinner in their loved place,
such as restaurants, luxury shops and so forth. On the contrary for some
other shop categories is not common to have an online activity but they
could have registered a Facebook page in order to promote their busi-
ness. In this case it is still possible to know the business participation in
the area, and try to get some structural patterns. As future works it can
be useful to evaluate the post of the pages and also the users’ posts. The
former can be considered as a measure of the marketing investment on
Facebook, in terms of money if the page has an advertisement campaign
whereas the post leaved by users could be analysed with sentiment anal-
ysis in order to understand the individuals feeling with respect to the
brand/shop/page. In figures 6 and 7 are showed the total amount of
checkins and likes, respectively, for the ten main categories belonging to
the data downloaded on the reference period. As it is possible to see,
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on the figures, Local Business, Restaurants/Caf and Shopping Retails
are the categories with highest checkin rate while Local Business, Pro-
fessional Services and Restaurant/Caf have the highest likes rate for the
reference period. Different geographical areas could have several shop
categories distribution and also could present other categories with high-
est rate. Tourist area could get a peak on shops and restaurants compared
to industrials area which could instead have factories. Figure 8 show
Figure 8: Likes rate for tracts inside Maricopa county (Arizona) belonging
to Social Business category
the likes rate for Pages belonging to Social Business category for Mari-
copa county in Arizona. Each tract group an area with inside about 8
thousands people. It means that a smaller tract has an higher density
of population compared with one bigger. The color on map represent
the 90th percentile of all the page rates, belonging to Social Business cat-
egory. Analogous figures are also available for District of Columbia9),
Honolulu10 and Harford11. Analysing this kind of structure for each
county could be useful for several reasons. The first is to analyse com-
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petitors to better understand whether and how to invest on a new busi-
ness activity in that area. These data could be very useful in order to
understand the actual situation of the area.
Figure 9: Likes rate for tracts in District of Columbia belonging to Social
Business category
In particular, it may be possible to identify, for a specific category, if
the area is already saturated or the demand is not or partial satisfied. This
kind of study could be also applied to an existent business activity which
wants to estimate the environment in order to understood its potential
grow rate. Could be also useful to track people mobility, because, in case
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Figure 10: Likes rate for tracts in Honolulu (Hawaii) belonging to Social
Business category
of lack of same categories of shops people are obligated to search in the
near counties. This means that, according with the business structure of
an area, if there is lack of variety, it may be possible to observe several
mobility patterns of the population of that area to some nearby places.
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Figure 11: Likes rate for tracts in Harford (Maryland) belonging to Social
Business category
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Chapter 3
The Accounting Network
3.1 Introduction
Network Theory has been used to establish how contagion, through a
variety of channels (mutual exposures, social networks of board mem-
bers, moral hazard from permissive regulations, financial instruments
like swaps and derivatives, etc.), triggered the outbreak of the 2007-08
crisis. Scholars suggest that financial systems may affect positively eco-
nomic development and its stability [19; 20; 51], although they may rep-
resent a source of distress which leads to bank failures and currency
crises, or greater contraction for those sectors that depend more on ex-
ternal finance during banking crisis [34; 59]. As a response to the recent
financial turmoil, the banking sector has been affected by a substantial re-
organization [24]. For instance, as highlighted by the European Central
Bank for the Euro area the main findings reflect the efforts by banks to rational-
ize banking businesses, pressure to cut costs, and the deleveraging process that
the banking sector has been undergoing since the start of the financial crisis in
2008[38]. This implies that market pressure and regulatory amendments
induce banks to reduce their levels of debt, through cost containment
and stricter capital requirements. In addition, a gradual improvement
in bank capital positions aims to enhance the capacity of the system to
absorb shocks arising from financial and economic distresses. This limits
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the risk of spillover effects from the financial sector to the real economy
and put the financial system in a better condition to reap the benefits of
economic recovery. In particular, as the financial boom turned to a bust,
banks’ stability deteriorated abruptly and the economy entered a balance
sheet recession, which depressed spending levels through a reduction in
consumption by households and investments by firms. Therefore, al-
though at an uneven pace across regulations, the need to strengthen fun-
damentals has influenced the banking sector, and differences in banks’
portfolio allocations, financial performances, and capitalizations might
be interpreted as the combined results of policy decisions and sectoral
responses to changes in the regulatory framework (see e.g. [9; 36]).
This work relates to the literature on banking development and perfor-
mance evaluation during the recent crisis (see e.g. [7; 22; 30]). It is con-
sidered a large data set of worldwide banks retrieved from Bloomberg,
focusing on financial statements spanning from 2001 to 2013. It will
be introduced a network based on similarities between banks’ financial
statement compositions (hereinafter Accounting Network). Due to data
limitations, the reference sample is restricted to banks for which a con-
tinuum and stable set of variables is available for the entire period. The
introduction of a methodology (Quality Ratios) to measure banks’ data
coverage aims to prevent that missing values for some variables or lack
of annual financial statements for some banks affect the overall picture.
Then, it would be exploited the maximum amount of available informa-
tion from financial statements without further reducing the set of vari-
ables through an arbitrary selection of the financial statements fields.
This choice aims to avoid any selection bias. Moreover, total assets (as
a proxy for size) for each bank is applied to normalize banks’ financial
statements measures to prevent the emergence of “size effects” as the
sizes of institutions are spanning for various orders of magnitude.
The introduction of Accounting Networks establish a bridge between the
external perspective arising from market data and the internal one based
on banking activities indicators. It is studied how Accounting Networks
can be exploited to provide a description of the banking system during
the crisis. This part sheds light on whether banks under different regula-
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tory frameworks and diversification degrees have reacted to the crisis by
strengthening their business peculiarities or by converging towards sim-
ilar practices ([21; 35]). The main assumption of this work is that mar-
ket data alone, although highly representative of investors’ perception of
the banking sector, might be dis-informative during periods of distressed
market conditions. This, in turn, stimulates a broader exploitation of the
information on banking activities, thus pointing to a more comprehen-
sive investigation which takes into account also the internal perspective
arising from financial statements data. In addition, the use of accounting
data allows a partition of business activities where banks are involved
in, providing therefore an approximation of the state of the system re-
lated to several potential channels through which the financial distress
might propagate. This is appealing also for regulators, since authorities
are interested in a wide set of economic indicators in order to prevent the
systemic relevance of financial institutions and they introduce specific
requirements and constraints which affect directly financial statements
measures. For these reasons, enriching the debate on financial stability
by means of the Accounting Networks might give new clues about the
resilience of the banking system.
Another important result is the possibility of getting a neutral partition
of banks in “network communities” (i.e. clusters) that results from the
analysis of the network through community detection algorithms like
the Louvain modularity maximization. The results indicates that regional
communities evolve in time and the crisis has a clear role in weaken-
ing geographically determined structures. Furthermore, it is focused on
proxies for leverage, size and performance in order to understand if these
variables have played a key role among the set of economic measures
usually applied to classify banks (see e.g. [27; 49]). Hence, it would
aim to answer the question whether the collapse of financial markets has
weakened these relationships, limiting therefore the power of traditional
indicators to identify clusters of homogeneous banks. Correlation dia-
grams applied to show how network variables are related to economic
measures suggest a turning point in correspondence of the outbreak of
the crisis, which influenced the role of proxies for leverage, size or per-
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formance to group similar banks. This preliminary results motivated the
last section, where by means of Principal Component Analysis it is in-
vestigated which economic features are more likely to characterise the
heterogeneity of the communities before, during and after the collapse
of 2007-08.
The remaining part of the work discusses open issues and future lines
of research, such as open questions on how to improve the building of
the Accounting Networks. In particular, the effectiveness of this ap-
proach can be enhanced by means of a careful variable selection based
on the best financial practices applied in the evaluation of the financial
statements structures. In addition, a more accurate normalization of the
variables and caring about national regulations may increase the useful-
ness of the methodology. Furthermore, matrix filtering techniques and
missing data reconstruction for financial statements information can en-
hance the extraction of meaningful clusters. Then, more advanced and
focused tools could be conceived to analyse banks evolution towards
similar business configurations or, alternatively, their divergent patterns
as a response to changing market conditions.
3.2 Methods
Figure 12: This picture shows the number of nodes and edges along the
sample period for different QR values. It is clear to see how for small values
of the Quality Ratio parameter the curves belong to a stricter range.
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3.2.1 Accounting networks
For every year a vector of financial statement variables is assigned to
each bank and used to compute the cosine similarities between pairs of
banks/nodes. Here the intuition is that the most similar banks (as from
their financial statements) must stay closer in the network and form a
cluster. Then, the measure “cosine similarity” is transformed into a met-
rics (as triangular inequality must hold, the square root is used). The
definition is the following: the cosine of the angle between each pair of
vectors with the dot product is computed and then it is applied the sim-
ple transformation wi,j = 1 −
√
1− C2i,j , where wi,j ∈ [0, 1] and Ci,j is
the cosine similarity between i and j. In network terms wi,j is the weight.
This transformation (see [69] for an introduction to similarity measures
and relative metrics) is used to move from the cosine similarities defined
in the space [-1,1] to weights in the interval [0,1]. With this transfor-
mation the more two nodes are similar (or anti-similar) the larger is the
weight, while a weight of 0 is assigned to a pair of nodes having totally
dissimilar financial statements (actually, in our networks cosine similari-
ties range mainly between 0 and +1).
In addition, before the computation of the metrics, it is necessary to take
care of the size distribution of banks, as it spans over several orders of
magnitude. To avoid a bias toward large institutions for each bank, all
variables in its vector were divided by the respective total assets in such
a way that the attributes of the vector refer to economic and financial ra-
tios. This operation ensures that clusters will be formed by banks with
similar business activities regardless their sizes.
An important methodological choice of this study is the “neutral” ap-
proach used for the selection of the variables within the financial state-
ments. A part from removing related and redundant measures (total and
subtotals), all the available information were used, applying the same
weight to each variable in the vectors. This agnostic approach is in line
with the goal, introducing the concept of Accounting Network, although
practitioners can give a different importance to each variable of the fi-
nancial statement. In this perspective it is expected that the relevant in-
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formation will emerge in a bottom up process, as a spontaneous feature
selection carried by the methodology. Finally, a confidence level (95%) is
introduced during the link formation. By using a Montecarlo sampling
test, if the cosine similarity is statistically significant with 95% of confi-
dence the link is chosen, otherwise discarded. As a result of this filtering
procedure, it was observed that the networks tend to be very dense and
almost complete. The most of the information is carried by the weights
of the links and less by the simple topology (degrees and other structural
features).
3.2.2 Community detection
A classical method to investigate the structure of a network is the search
of communities, i.e. regions of the network with larger internal links
density. Intuitively, these regions are formed by clusters of nodes with
higher degrees or, for weighted networks, with larger strengths. Several
methods were proposed to find network communities without imposing
a priori the number of communities but letting them emerging from the
network itself. Among others we cite the optimization of the modularity
that is a measure of how much the link structure differs from the random
network where links are assigned with uniform probability and internal
communities are not present (a part from fluctuation). For weighted net-
works, the modularity is defined by the following formula:
Qw =
1
2W
·
∑
ij
(
wij − sisj
2W
)
δ(ci, cj) (3.1)
where si =
∑
j wij and sj =
∑
i wij are the strengths (sum of weights)
of the nodes i and j respectively, W =
∑
ij wij is the total sum of the
weights and the function δ(ci, cj) is equal to 1 if (i, j) belong to the same
community or 0 if they are members of different communities. The max-
imum modularity value is 1 (an ideal case for which the communities
are isolated) and can also take negative values. The 0 value coincides
with a single partition that will correspond to the whole graph. A nega-
tive value means that there is no particular advantage in separating the
nodes in that particular clusters and so there is not community structure
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whatsoever.
To study the presence of communities it is often necessary to prune the
network cutting the links if their weight is below a certain threshold. In
this case only the links formed by nodes having a large similarity/weight
w of their financial statement vectors were considered. The procedure of
pruning can be guided by the use of the tools related to the community
detection methodology [41]. In particular, working with the modularity
optimization function [56], with the Louvain technique [26], it is pos-
sible to look at the significance associated to the threshold (as in [67]),
where the modularity is introduced as a parameter to check for the best
resolved community structure. This parameter is used to help finding a
reasonable pruning threshold range of values for the networks. A rule
of thumb in this process is indeed avoiding network fragmentation, i.e.
keeping the graph connected while removing not significant links. Ex-
tensive tests are done, computing quality/significance of the partitions
(looking at the modularity parameter) using different pruning thresh-
olds (i.e. removing the links having a low weight), determining a range
of weights thresholds (0.35 < wi,j < 0.5) that helps to prune the original
networks to an optimal level. In this interval, communities are stable and
the interpretation of each region can be seen as a result of the financial
statement similarities across banks in different countries.
3.2.3 Network measures vs. Economic indicators
Comparisons among network measures and economic indicators are pro-
vided to describe the correlation between nodes’ network topology and
economic behaviour. These features are studied by means of extensive
linear correlation tests (Pearson correlation) for the overall set of banks
for each year and it is verified the significance of the estimates by means
of parametric tests. These estimates are based on the filtered networks,
which are themselves based on the significance and the quality of the
community detection algorithm. This analysis shows how nodes’ net-
work properties (e.g. Strength or Clustering Coefficient) are associated to
basic economic indicators (e.g. Return on Assets, Total Assets and Total
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Debts to Total Assets), thus showing whether nodes’ topological proper-
ties are positively or negatively related to certain economic features and
how these relationships have weakened or reinforced during the crisis.
Clustering coefficient is a measure of the local tendency of the nodes to
form small regions of fully connected nodes, it is an average measure
of the local clustering coefficient (actual number of triangles centered in
each node over the total). Return on assets (ROA) is the net income over
total assets and is a measure of the bank performance. Total debts to total
assets is an indicator of the leverage of the bank and it is computed as the
ratio between debts and its size (measured by total assets).
3.2.4 Principal Component Analysis
Once communities are identified, the further step attempt to describe
which financial statement variables are more likely to characterise these
clusters. In order to facilitate comparability, it is focused on those indi-
cators more popular within the set of variables utilised to compute the
cosine similarities (i.e. those indicators appearing with larger frequency
in the entire dataset). In fact the inclusion of very poorly represented
measures across different banks would have made the comparisons less
effective with potential biases related to e.g. different regulations frame-
works or geographical memberships. Hence, since the interest on disen-
tangle potential similarities/peculiarities across different communities,
it is preferred to rely on common and well-diffused measures of banking
activities among those present in banks’ financial statements. In addi-
tion, this set is enriched by means of indicators such as ratios (e.g. Re-
turn on cap and Total debts to total assets) and aggregated measures (e.g.
Total assets). Community detection identifies four main clusters, whose
constituents are more numerous and stable in time. For the sake of con-
ciseness, the Result section will focus mainly on these communities. In
particular, for each year it is described by means of Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) which economic features are more (less) able to con-
tribute to the explained variability of communities’ members.
PCA is a multivariate technique that analyses observations described by
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several inter-correlated variables. PCA extracts the important informa-
tion from the data and expresses it as a set of new orthogonal variables
(principal components). In our exercise, since measures present different
ranges of dispersion (e.g. by construction some ratios are bounded) we
rely on a scaled version of PCA; finally, we consider only principal com-
ponents with eigenvalues greater than 1 (in almost all cases they corre-
spond to the first 3 components). Then, it is computed the proportion
of the variance of each original economic measure that can be explained
by the selected principal components. This, in turn, leads to a ranking
of the original economic measures in terms of their ability to describe
a certain community’s variability. In particular, since we are interested
in how the onset of financial crisis has affected the banking system, we
split this analysis in three periods: from 2001 to 2006 (before the crisis),
from 2007 to 2009 (the onset of the crisis), and from 2010 to 2013 (after
the breakdown of the markets). For each period, communities are char-
acterised by the top and the bottom three measures, thus analysing how
these ranks have evolved over time and across communities.
3.3 Results
This section shows how Accounting Networks represent a complemen-
tary technique to traditional financial networks for the study of the bank-
ing system.
While financial networks reflect the view from the market, related to
e.g. the pairwise correlations of stock prices, Accounting Networks cap-
ture the effects of business decisions on financial statements measures
and on business models of different institutions. An “ideal” investiga-
tion of the financial system would involve also a detailed analysis of the
money flows among companies, which determine the so called “mutual
exposures” (an important contagion channel). Unfortunately, these high
granular and detailed data are usually not available. However, financial
statements provide an aggregated view of mutual exposures and obliga-
tions for different maturities and types of instrument. This is an impor-
tant point in favour of Accounting Networks as they report summarised
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information for e.g. phenomena occurring with different time scales and
contractual terms, as opposite to the financial networks that rely only on
homogeneous (daily or intraday) market data.
3.3.1 Community Detection Results
This sub-section focus the attention on the bottom up clusterization of
the network from the application of the community detection algorithm
and on the presence of geographical structures arising when each bank is
labelled with its country. Therefore, whether banks belonging to differ-
ent countries (as a proxy for different regulations and/or level playing
fields) have shown the tendency to be part of separate or, alternatively,
common clusters they were verified, by analysing communities’ evolu-
tion over time, whether the crisis influenced these configurations. In
particular, the community detection analysis on Accounting Networks
shows these main results.
It exhibits the presence over time of a clear community representing US
banks and another one composed by Japanese banks, although for both
regions there is also an additional smaller second group quite persistent
in time. By contrast, it is not possible to identify a single and an un-
ambiguous European community, since banks belonging to European
countries seem to be likely to form national or sub-regional communi-
ties or to be included in a vast and geographically heterogeneous cluster
(hereinafter the Mixed community). In addition, Asian banks are frag-
mented in several sub-regions where, in particular, the Arab and the
Indian-Pakistan groups emerge. Therefore, the detection of communi-
ties within Accounting Networks reveals the presence of two homoge-
neous clusters corresponding to US and Japanese banks surrounded by
a more diversified cloud of banks belonging to different countries; re-
markably, European banks are not able to clusterise together in a sin-
gle community, while it persists over time a certain level of separation
based also on national borders. Hence, an interesting contribution of the
Accounting Networks points to the presence of a large and geographi-
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cally heterogeneous community, which can be related to the fact that the
globally established regulatory framework might have indeed acceler-
ated the tendency of banking activities of different countries to converge
into more uniform banking practices. This is shown for instance in Fig-
ure 13 where it is also possible to observe that the outbreak of financial
markets contributed to make the Mixed community more cohesive; fur-
thermore, although still representing separate communities, both US and
JP clusters result topologically closer to the Mixed community after the
breakdown of 2007-08, thus supporting the interpretation of a gradual
convergence of different areas into more similar patterns. In addition,
the application of the community detection on Accounting Networks al-
lows to identify even small communities, such as those related to African
or Scandinavian banks. This represents a quite promising aspect of the
methodology, since it ensures the detection of local reliable communities
although the approach taken so far is eminently agnostic.
It is not simple to explain the reasons behind the emergence and evolu-
tion of these communities, however it is possible to advance some intu-
itions based on the impact of globally recognized accounting standards
[40], the establishment of supranational supervisory and regulatory au-
thorities, and on the role of the harmonization process of banking prac-
tices which have been implemented through e.g. the various Basel regu-
lations [25]. These contributions point to a common level playing field,
which might have facilitated the emergence of a large and geographi-
cally heterogeneous community and its increasing topological proxim-
ity to both US and JP clusters. However, latter communities highlight
the persistence of regional peculiarities. In Japan a deregulation process,
known as the ’Japanese Big Bang’, was formulated during the 1990s to
transform the traditional bank-centered system into a market-centered
financial system characterised by more transparent and liberalised finan-
cial markets [48]. In fact, peculiar features of Japanese banking sector
were the over-reliance on intermediated bank lending, the absence of a
sufficient corporate bond market and a marginal role for non-bank finan-
cial institutions, whose main consequences were an abundance of non-
performing loans, excess in liquidity, scarce investments and low banks
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profitability (see e.g. [18]). Although this program was intended to cover
the period 1996-2001, the goals have not yet been achieved and policy
makers’ continuing reform efforts to remove past practices by market
participants confirm the slowing convergence of the Japanese regulatory
framework to a capital-market based financial system [12]. Thus, the
presence of the JP community which gradually tends to the Mixed cluster
is in line with evidences from the Japanese financial sector reforms aimed
to change its reliance on indirect finance into a system of direct finance
related to capital markets. Furthermore, it is remarkable the presence of
a US community quite stable over time, which seems to be progressively
attracted by the Mixed cluster. The US financial system presents peculiar
features compared to other geographical areas. It is characterised by a
relatively greater role of capital market-based intermediation, a higher
importance of the ’shadow banking system’, and differences in the ac-
counting standards [38]. The impact of non-bank financial intermedia-
tion relates to the use of originate-to-distribute lending models, which
determine the direct issuance of asset-backed securities and the trans-
fers of loans to government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs, e.g. Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac). Financial innovation played a key role and the
increasing use of securitisation explains the low percentage of loans to
households on banks’ balance sheets [38]. In addition, the US ’shadow
banking system’ is highly dependent on the presence of finance compa-
nies, money market funds, hedge funds and investment funds, which
influenced the growth of total assets in the US financial sector during
the last decades [57; 65]. The presence of a distinct community is prob-
ably also due to differences in accounting standards which mainly in-
volve the treatment of derivatives positions between the US Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP) and the International Fi-
nancial Reporting Standards (IFRSs). In particular, US GAAP allows to
report the net value of derivative positions with the same counterparty
under the presence of a single master agreement, thus impacting on the
size representation of balance sheets items. However, in Figure 13 we
observe that the US community (similarly to the JP community) is grad-
ually approaching the Mixed community, and the consequences of the
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Figure 13: In the upper panels it is shown the Community Structure for
the three periods. The impact of the financial down-turn of 2007-08 seems
to be reflected more heavily after the crisis, with the emergence of many
sub-region communities as a response against the deteriorated market con-
ditions. In the lower panel the most important financial statements compo-
nents by the PCA analysis.
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breakdown of 2007-08 seem to have enhanced this behaviour. Among
the possible several reasons, it is worthwhile to consider the impacts of
the reform on the OTC derivatives market (embedded in the Dodd-Frank
Act) and the Basel III new banking regulation, which may have facil-
itated similarities among US institutions and their peers in the Mixed
cluster.
3.3.2 Relationships between Economic Indicators and Net-
work Properties
In this Section is provided a preliminary investigation of the relation-
ships between banks’ economic indicators and their network properties.
In order to characterise banks, three common proxies are considered for
their classification: Return on Assets (for the Performance), Total Assets (for
the Size) and Total Debts to Total Assets (for the Leverage). Then, compar-
isons are presented against two basic network measures: the Strength and
the Clustering Coefficient. For each year from 2001 to 2013, some insights
for these relationships are provided by estimating for the overall sam-
ple the correlations between banks’ economic indicators and network
measures. As explained in the Method, in this exercise is considered
the network filtered according to the quality/significance of the Louvain
community detection algorithm. This helps to assess the significance of
results. Below, are showed some examples to discuss how these relation-
ships have evolved over time.
In particular, it is investigated whether once the effects of the crisis
have spread throughout the financial sector, the capacity of traditional
economic indicators (e.g. leverage, size, performance) to group banks
could result undermined. For instance, the onset of the financial crisis
clearly affects the relationships between Total Debts to Total Assets and
network properties. Although the correlation between Strength and Total
Debts to Total Assets remains negative during the entire sample period,
the breakdown of financial markets seems to further enhance this effect
for subsequent years (Figure 14, plot on the left). Thus, this relationship
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Figure 14: In these plots we present the correlations between banks’
Strength versus the Total Debts to Total Assets (Leverage) (plot on the left),
Strength versus Total Assets (Size) (plot on the middle) and Clustering Coef-
ficient versus Return on Assets (Performance) (plot on the right). The corre-
lation is computed across the years 2001-13. It is clear the effect of the finan-
cial crisis across the outbreak of 2007-08. Red points stand for no-significant
estimates, while blue points refer to significant estimates.
suggests that, after the onset of the crisis, the use of leverage became
on average more anti-correlated to the Strength. This implies that banks
that are more dissimilar in terms of their financial statements (i.e. with
lower values of Strength) are those that turned out to be less capitalised
(i.e. with higher values of Total Debts to Total Assets). Furthermore, one
might be interested in understanding the role played by the Size which
represents a typical indicator utilised to classify banks. The correlation
between Strength and Total Assets is almost flat and negative even after
the collapse of 2007-08, but it shows an increasing trend in the recent
period (Figure 14, plot on the middle). Hence, it seems that after the out-
break of the crisis the Size became less correlated to the similarity among
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banks, as estimates pointing sharply to zero seem to suggest. Finally , it
is analysed the relationship between Performance and network properties
(Figure 14, plot on the right). In particular, in order to mimic how the
presence/absence of more connected groups of banks is related to eco-
nomic results it is considered the Clustering Coefficient for determining
the level of structure in the system. Although poorly statistically sig-
nificant in the early 2000s, correlations with Return on Assets exhibit a
decreasing pattern before the onset of the crisis and then remain nega-
tive although slightly erratic. The negative relationship between Cluster-
ing Coefficient and Return on Assets seems to suggest that the presence of
well connected areas in the network (nodes with higher clustering coef-
ficients) do not foster economic performance.
These basic examples suggest that a clear investigation on the relation-
ships between economic indicators and network properties might be not
always conclusive. Moreover, it is considered the entire set of banks,
there might be some cases where estimates are poorly significant. Still,
some remarkable effects arise from this investigation strategy and pre-
liminary results point to a turning point in the correlations across the
outbreak of the financial crisis. In particular, diagrams confirm that lever-
age is an useful indicator for differentiating banks, hence deviations to a
lower capitalization are associated to increasing dissimilarity with the
rest of the system and the impact of the crisis suggests a reinforcement in
this relationship. By contrast, it seems that size does not contribute too
much on the similarity between banks after the breakdown of 2007-08,
while it played a greater role before and during the crisis. Finally, the
relationship between performance and the structure of the system is less
clear and prevents straightforward conclusions.
The identification of economic features potentially able to characterise
specific portions of the system is addressed in the next sub-section.
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3.3.3 PCA results
Community detection shows the presence of three large clusters (Mixed,
US, and JP) and an additional quite stable and persistent but smaller
community (mostly US+EU banks). In this Section is provided a way to
describe how these communities can be represented in terms of economic
features (see Figure 13). Given the multi-dimensionality of the set of
measures utilised to build the networks, a Principal Component Analysis
approach is adopted to identify those measures which contribute more
(less) to the explained variance within each community. For the sake of
simplicity, the ranking of the top (bottom) three measures is proposed for
each community during the following intervals: pre-crisis (2001− 2006),
crisis (2007 − 2009), and post-crisis (2010 − 2013). In particular, for each
year the contribution of the original measures is computed to explained
variance; then, it is considered the average for each sub-period and deter-
mined the rankings based on the mean period values. Below, the com-
munity with a mixed geographical composition is named as C0, while
referring to the communities with a prevalence of US, JP and European
plus US banks as C1, C2 and C3, respectively.
This representation allows to compare communities’ features over time
and across different groups. For instance, it is observed that Total Assets
and Interest Income are quite frequent among top measures contributors,
while Total Debts to Total Assets is recurrent among measures in the bot-
tom rankings. This is not surprising given banks heterogeneity in terms
of the size (Total Assets) and the economic results (Interest Income) distri-
butions, in contrast with the tight constraints on leverage (Total Debts to
Total Assets) due to regulatory requirements. By focusing on the top rank-
ings C0 and C1 have fairly stable top contributors, while communities C2
and C3 are more affected by the wave of financial turmoil. Furthermore,
bottom rankings seem to be on average only slightly influenced by the
choice of different sub-periods. In addition, differences between mean
values among the set of top three and the set of bottom three contribu-
tors are quite stable over time with only few exceptions, while the mid-
dle part of the distribution of measures’ contributions is in general quite
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sparse. One might be interested in how the outbreak of financial cri-
sis have influenced these rankings. Top composition of C1 is unaffected
by the 2007-08 financial breakdown, while C0 is only partially modified
by the onset of the crisis (Interest Income is replaced by Net Interest In-
come). Conversely, C2 presents a quite different configuration during the
crisis sub-period when it exhibits a relevant role for expenses measures
(i.e. Non Interest Expenses and Operating Expenses). Similarly, income
statement measures become more relevant among top contributors also
within the C3 community. Interestingly, community C0, which is char-
acterised by a mixed geographical composition, and the US community
(C1) reach identical top contributors after the outbreak of 2007-08, while
the JP community (C2), which shows the same top contributors as com-
munity C0 in the first sub-period, seems to react differently during the
crisis, although in the third sub-period it shows again top contributors
similar to C0 (and to C1). By contrast, community C3 seems to present a
peculiar pattern over time.
Therefore, the crisis sub-period coincides with remarkable differences in
the top contributors, while the recent sub-period points to a renewed
tendency to get similar contributors for a wider set of banks (C0 and C1,
and partially C2). This seems to be in line with the above discussion
on community detection results, where there is highlighted a gradual
proximity between clusters over time. Hence, these results suggest that
heterogeneity within clusters is driven by similar economic measures af-
ter the crisis, although specific differences persist. This is the case for
instance of loans, which are not present among top contributors in the
US community while they are in the top ranking of both the Mixed and
the JP community (as expected according to the above discussion). Also ,
the crisis seems to suggest an increasing importance of income statement
measures in terms of contribution to the explained variance within com-
munities. The breakdown of financial markets affected banks’ results
and this justifies the high level of heterogeneity expressed by income
statements indicators. This can also be related to the impact of the crisis
on financial statement measures and on the different ways banks update
their balance sheet structures compared to the recognition of economic
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results as reported in the income statements items. Similar comparisons
can involve also the bottom three measures, but for conciseness we omit
this part.
3.4 Discussion
In this project, banks’ financial statements are used to depict the bank-
ing system. The main contribution is represented by the introduction of
a methodology to exploit balance sheets and income statements data to
construct Accounting Networks. Some relationships between economic
indicators and network properties are shown, which might provide some
new useful insights for banking classification practices. Having depicted
some effects of the recent financial crisis by using a simple framework is
an encouraging sign for further extensions. We rely on “neutral” and
“naive” techniques to build the Accounting Networks. In particular,
among common approaches usually applied to describe similarities con-
cepts, it is adopted one of the basic method, i.e. the cosine similarity.
Future works can exploit more advanced methodologies. Moreover, our
selection of variables utilised to compute cosine similarities assumes that
each component has the same importance. This is quite a naive hypoth-
esis, which could be enriched by measures discrimination based on eco-
nomic literature and/or practitioners practices. Finally, for accounting
reasons our study is limited on annual financial statements, while a more
detailed description of the system might easily involve the use of quar-
terly data. Despite these simplifying assumptions, the approach has the
merit of introducing a novelty in the debate on banking networks, and
future improvements in the directions outlined above will enforce Ac-
counting Networks’ ability to describe the evolution of banking systems.
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Chapter 4
The Bitcoin Peers Network
4.1 Introduction
Behind Bitcoin [55], the most popular cryptographic currency, there are
users distributed all over the world who, in a voluntary way or for profit,
participate to a network where transactions are announced, verified and
eventually inserted into blocks of a distributed ledger known as Blockchain.
When a transaction is executed it is announced by broadcasting it to
the network where peers contribute to spread the transactions received
from other peers sending them to their own contacts. Peers also validate
transactions which are gathered into blocks which, approximately every
10min are sealed cryptographically through the so-called proof-of-work
(consisting of finding at random a valid hash associated with the block)
and then get broadcasted to the network to be approved and inserted
into the Blockchain in chronological order. Blocks are validated with a
majority voting following the original Nakamoto’s principle “one CPU,
one vote” [55]. Currently1 there are around 6000 peers that participate
to this process and in each block are included in average between 1 and
1.7 thousand transactions, counting for about 100-170 transactions per
minute which move a capital of 152 Bitcoins per minute equivalent to
91,787 USD. The mechanism of peer validation of blocks by majority is
1September, 2016
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considered the most interesting innovation introduced by Bitcoin and it
solves several issues related to trust and machine synchronisation that
are otherwise hard to manage in a distributed system operating between
untrustful peers. However, this peer-to-peer distributed design makes
the system inefficient and hard to scale. It is therefore very important
to identify the current inefficiencies in the Bitcoin network and under-
stand if they are intrinsic consequences of the system design or instead
if they are the result of the present setting of the Bitcoin network and
can therefore be improved either within Bitcoin itself or in other future
distributed systems. In this work we measure how the Bitcoin network
works by monitoring transactions and blocks exchanged among peers
during a period of 7 days from 04/05/2016 and 11/05/2016 and then
by recording the time when transactions observed during that period
have been inserted in the Blockchain during a following period of a few
months.
4.1.1 Blockchain
The Blockchain is a distributed database which keeps track of all pay-
ments made using the Bitcoin currency. A payment is called “transac-
tion” and involves one or more input Bitcoin addresses who are send-
ing some funds to one or more “output” addresses. Transactions are in-
cluded inside blocks by special peers called “Miners” which participate
to the solution, by brute force, of a cryptographic puzzle, the proof-of-
work. After a miner creates a block, he will try to seal it cryptograph-
ically with a hash produced from the block and a random part. If the
number is by chances smaller than a threshold imposed by the proof-of-
work then it is considered “valid” and it can start to be spread among
the network. When a peer receives a new block, it should verify if the
block is valid. In order to do that, it has to verify whether the hash of the
block fulfills the proof-of-work requirements. After that, the peer has to
verify also each transaction included inside the block. If the whole block
and all the transactions are verified, it accepts the new block as valid and
starts propagating it through the network (and if the peer is a miner, also
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it will start to discover the next block on top of it). If the block is not
valid, or at least one transaction inside the block is invalid, the block will
be discarded.
4.1.2 Communication protocol
All Bitcoin clients are connected to each other in a peer to peer network.
Consequently, there are no central servers or authorities. Each node in-
dividually decides how to contribute to the network by choosing which
services to provide, such as relaying transactions, storing a copy of the
Blockchain or using their own computational power for mining. A node
who wants to join the network for the first time needs to connect to some
well known peers called “seeds”. Seed nodes provide a partial list of
nodes joined to the network. This list does not depend on the geographic
location of clients, and all the clients included are chosen randomly and
can contain up to one thousand nodes. After retrieving the peers list, a
node starts to choose peers until it reaches its default maximum number
of connection (usually from 8 to 126 established connections, the number
of connections may vary according to the configuration of the Bitcoin
client used and depending on the network settings of the client itself).
Once connected to the network, the node is able to send and receive
messages from all the others connected nodes, such as Blocks, transac-
tions and new peers joined to the network. All these messages have to
respect the rules set up by the Bitcoin Protocol [1], which consists of a
set of messages used by clients to enable communication among peers.
There are several customizations of the Bitcoin client but all of them have
to respect the rules provided by the protocol. In order to monitor the Bit-
coin network I wrote a customized client able to recursively establish a
connection with each reachable node, requesting its known peers list and
again trying to connect to them and retriev their list. To accomplish this
goal, the client does not need to implement the whole protocol, but only
a reduced set of messages:
• getaddr, addr - The “getaddr” message is used to request a list of
known peers from a node. The node will issue an “addr” message
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as response, containing up to one thousand known nodes. “addr”
messages are also sent automatically to each connected nodes when
the client establishes a connection with a new node.
• inv - The “Inventory” message is sent by a client when it discovers
new blocks or transactions in order to spread them to the network.
In the same “inv” message it is possible to have blocks and trans-
actions together.
The addr messages are required in order to connect to all reachable peers
and to new discovered peers once they join the network. Once con-
nected, the client stores all the inventory messages received in the form:
timestamp address hashcode
where:
• timestamp is a 64bit integer representing the time and date when
the inv message is received.
• address is the ip address of the nodes (which can belong to ipv4,
ipv6 or tor networks).
• hashcode is the hashing string corresponding to a block or to a
transaction.
The client establishes only one connection to each peer and it does not
do any getdata request in order not to add load to the network. This
approach has the drawback that each peer can close the connection every
time without sending any alert. When it happens, the client suddenly
tries to establish a new connection but it will miss the information shared
with other peers during the time the connection was down.
4.2 Related Work
In the last few years there has been some interest in the study of the Bit-
coin network with notable contributions from Decker [33] and Coinscope
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[10]. Also, Bitnodes [2] is an online service which provides a snapshot
of all reachable peers on the networks and some statistics related to the
type of the client (i.e. protocol version used, last block stored and ip-
geolocalization). Since all the data are provided as a list of online clients
it is not possible to understand how the peers are connected to each other
or how data are propagated among them. The approach used to discover
peers on the Bitcoin network is to send recursively “getaddr” message to
each reachable node in order to get back part of their known nodes list.
Coinscope uses the same approach in order to discover clients, also in-
troduced an algorithm, named “AddressProbe” which was able to track
how peers were connected. Discovering connections was possible be-
cause each client keeps the timestamp of a peer updated in the mempool
after each data exchange so, until Bitcoin Core 0.10.1 [5], every time a
client replied back to a peers list it was also sending their updated times-
tamps. At the beginning, the mechanism for updating the timestamp was
the following: if a node exchanges some messages with a peer, it keeps
its own timestamp on the database updated. If, instead, a node discov-
ers some new nodes through another peer, it applies a 2 hours penalty
on the timestamp before storing the address into its own peer database.
Based on this mechanism it was possible to guess the connections [23] of
a peer just by retrieving several times the known peers list and sorting
all the records in chronological order. This kind of network topology in-
ference makes use of behaviour specific to Bitcoin Core prior to version
0.10.1. Biryukov [23] [5], and showed that reconstructing the peers net-
work could be used to make an attack on Bitcoin Core clients. In order to
avoid the possibility of such attack, the software was modified and now
each client does not update the timestamp of a connected client every
time they send or receive data.
After the last update on the client we noticed that, for an active connec-
tion, the timestamp is updated only when the connection drops or each
24 hours (in case the connection is still alive). Other cases are still the
same as described on [10]. Decker [33] studied the data propagation rate.
His idea was to establish a connection with each node and measure the
time at which each block or transaction was received. In this way, with-
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out knowing how the peers are connected, he was able to measure how
long a block or a transactions takes to propagate on the network. Here,
following Decker’s methodology, the aim is to identify the appearance
of block and transactions in the network and to measure the propagation
dynamics in the network and time they take to be included within the
Blockchain.
4.3 Methods
The Bitcoin network groups on average six thousands heterogeneous
reachable peers with different computational capabilities and distributed
around the world, connected by “random” links. In this work I am using
data propagated through the peers in order to reconstruct all the infor-
mation related to the network. This is done to achieve a better under-
standing on peers, focusing on:
• How they are characterized
• How they interact with each other
Data exchanged on the network consist of coordinating signals (i.e. an-
nouncing new blocks or transactions) and data messages (blocks, ad-
dresses and transactions). The data were collected joining on the net-
work as a normal node and trying to establish a connection with each
peer address discovered and waiting for “inv” messages for both blocks
and transactions. During the listening period of 10 days, I found more
than 12 thousands unique peers, 8969 belonging to ipv4 network, 3332
belonging to ipv6 network and 124 belonging to Tor network, with an
average of 5-7 thousands client connected at the same time. This amount
of peers is consistent with the amount reported by Bitnodes [2]. Surpris-
ingly more than 126 thousands different blocks were received (instead of
about 1200), some of them valid but “old”, where the oldest of them was
included into the Blockchain more than 3 years ago. Only one connection
was established with each reachable node in order not to interfere with
the network load.
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Figure 15: Number of nodes reached by a new valid block before a fol-
lowing block is discovered (left). The color is associated with the size of the
block with blue being smaller and red larger. The black line is the average
of all the observations and the two dashed green lines are respectively the
10% (lower) and 90% (upper) percentiles. The right plot is a detail of the
initial propagation within the first 10 seconds.
4.4 Results and Discussion
Here I only report results about the MDLB set for blocks (mined during
the listening time) and BT set for transactions. Our client established a
connection with each reachable peer into the the network and waited for
“inv” messages sent by them. The client to collect the data was written
in Go programming languages[3], in order to exploit its multi thread-
ing native management. We established only one connection with each
reachable node in order not to interfere with the network’s behaviour.
This is because most clients accepts only 8 connections from peers and it
is not possible to measure or estimate the number of active connections
held by each client. Each client has the possibility to drop the connec-
tion at any time without warning the peer. This means that if the con-
nection is lost before the peer is propagating a new block (on average
every 10 minutes), the node will not send anymore the block after that
the connection is recovered. We collected 592GB of data in a period of
1208 valid blocks (from block height 410119 to 411327) mined during the
listening time window. The most part of the data regard transactions
of “inv” messages (589 GB), while the remaining is related to blocks of
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Figure 16: This figure shows the number of Blocks received from Peers in
a defined time window. The red line groups how many Blocks (y axis) are
received by nodes (x axis) in 1 second after the first propagation (t < 1
second).
“inv” messages. During the investigation we received a large amount of
blocks and transactions, and we decided to classify them, as described in
Chapter 1.
4.4.1 Blocks
In figure 15 a cumulative block propagation plot is shown. The curves
have different length due to the fact that each block is discovered after a
different time. The number of nodes depends on the number of connec-
tions established during the block propagation time. Table 4 shows some
time statistics related to the time required by miners in order to discover
a new block. Even though the data collected for each block are propa-
gated by a different number of peers, preliminary results show that the
propagation time seems to be quite stable on the network as showed in
figure 16.
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4.4.2 Transactions
All transactions id received from clients are recorded together with the
client address and the receiving time. Figure 17 shows the received trans-
actions rate per hour for IT set (in red) and BT plus ET set (in blue).
During the listening time, a total of 1820212 Transactions were received.
Among them, 1722696 Transactions have been included in the Blockchain
during the period until Sat, 09 Jul 2016 10:52:38 GMT. The total number
of Transactions included in the Blockchain during the monitoring time
is 1723962. So, the client do not received 1266 Transactions which were
included in the Blockchain, 1208 of them correspond to the transaction
zero of each block (that do not need to be sent over to the network by
default). In figure 18 it is possible to see, for each block, how many trans-
action were received by our client (in blue) and how many of them were
included in the Blockchain (in red) during the corresponding block time.
A peak of about 19674 transaction were received during the first listen-
ing block time, followed by two other peaks, one of 13334 transactions
near block height 411200 and the last one of 10775 transactions near block
410600.
As it is possible to see in figure 18, the number of transactions in-
cluded in each block of the Blockchain is very low compared to the num-
ber of transactions propagated by the network. In this context, the time
and the number of blocks required by a transaction to be included in the
Blockchain were computed. As it is possible to see in figure 19 and 20,
transactions are included in the Blockchain with a clear delay, as a trans-
action may wait even 10 Blocks before becoming part of the Blockchain,
corresponding to almost 2 hours on average. Furthermore, after a TX is
included in the Blockchain it is good practice to wait for 6 confirmations
before considering the amount received spendable for another payment.
According to table 4, during the observation time we observed that the
median time of issue of a new block is about 6 minutes, the mean time is
about 10 minutes and the worst time is about 77 minutes.
Considering the mean time, this scenario leads to a total time of about
4 hours, starting from the time when the transactions is created until the
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Figure 17: Number of Transactions per hour received during the listening
time. The Blue line represent the transactions included in the Blockchain
during or after the listening time (BT+ET). The red line represent the invalid
transactions (IT).
time the new owner of the funds gains full possess of them. In figure
20 the time required (in terms of number of blocks) by a transaction to
be included in the BC is compared to the fees paid by the transaction.
As it can be seen, fees play a roles on the timing, but there is a sort of
inefficiency since, as shown in figure20, there are some high fee transac-
tions, included in the BC after 50 blocks from their first propagation on
the network.
The time interval between the first time a transaction is observed in
the network and the time when it is included in the Blockchain is shown
in figure 19, where the distribution of such time intervals is measured
in seconds and in number of blocks. It is possible to observe a decreas-
ing behaviour,which is compared with the best-fitting exponential decay
n ∼ exp(−t/∆), shown as a red line. The coefficient ∆ is the character-
istic time and it was measured to be equal, respectively, to 2758 seconds
and 4.1 blocks. However, it is possible to observe from figure 19 that the
exponential decay law is not well followed by the empirical time distri-
bution, that tends to have a larger proportion of fast transaction and a
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Figure 18: This figure compare the number of Transactions received by our
client per block (in blue) and the number of transactions included in the
Blockchain during the same block mining time (in red).
larger proportion of low transactions. Indeed, it results that 43% of the
transactions are still not included in the Blockchain 1h after the first time
they were observed and, remarkably, 20% of the transactions are still not
included after 30 days, revealing therefore an unexpected inefficiency in
the system. This statistics is reported in figure 22. If, instead, the frac-
tion of transferred value that is included in the Blockchain after a given
amount of time (figure 23) is chosen as measure, it is possible to note that
the process is still rather slow but most of the value is included within 3h
(93%) and after 30 days only 0.1% is still to be included. This is caused
by the fact that the tail of long waiting transaction is mostly populated
by transactions containing very small amounts as indicated by figure 24.
It is verified that fees (computed as the difference between total value
inserted in the transaction minus the total value paid) play a minor role
on the time a transaction takes to be included in the Blockchain. This is
reported in figure 25, where it is possible to observe that some transac-
tions associated with high fees have very long waiting times and, vice-
versa, transactions with small fees are processed quite rapidly.
The major factor affecting waiting times appears instead to be the
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Figure 19: Distribution of time intervals between the first time a transaction
is observed in the network and the time in which it is included into a valid
block. The left plot reports time in seconds and the right plot reports time
in number of blocks (approx 10min each). The red line are best fits with
exponential decay law.
peers who first spread the transaction on the network.
4.5 Conclusion
In this work I showed some statistics related to the Bitcoin network. The
propagation time required by Blocks seems quite stable and related to
node features such us the Bitcoin client used. Also, the mechanism ac-
cording to which transactions are included within blocks is pretty ineffi-
cient, compared with the actual transaction rate propagated on the net-
work. This leads to a big number of transactions that are included in the
BC with a delay of several hours up to some days after the transaction is
issued, despite being already known by the network. Even if the actual
block size is kept lower than 1MB, some peers include more transactions
than allowed by the block capacity, guaranteeing a high transaction rate
to Bitcoin users. Other miners instead create new blocks containing only
few transactions, even if there is still space available inside the block, and
other transactions are spread across the network, decreasing the transac-
tion rate. There are also some cases in which miners leave the blocks
empty, putting only the zero transaction inside a block, without con-
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Figure 20: Number of blocks required by transactions to be included in the
BC versus Fees earned by the miner.
tributing at all to the network, but yet obtaining the reward. This should
suggest some improvements to the protocol, particularly on rules about
how blocks are created. Indeed, if this kind of behaviour is adopted by
the majority of miners it could lead to the freezing of the whole payment
system.
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Figure 21: Number of blocks required by transactions to be included in the
BC versus the size (in bytes) of the transaction.
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Figure 22: Fraction of Transactions included in the Blockchain after a given
amount of time (seconds, x-axis) from first observation in the network. The
two vertical lines mark 1h and 30days.
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Figure 23: Fraction of transferred value included in the Blockchain after
a given amount of time (seconds, x-axis) from first observation in the net-
work.
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Figure 24: Average value of the transaction vs. waiting time in blocks
numbers.
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Figure 25: Average fee vs. waiting time in blocks numbers.
Figure 26: Mean and standard deviations of times required by a transactions
to be included in the BC when issued by a certain peer.
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Conclusion
For this dissertation, I developed a framework to retrieve, analyze and
simulate data from several kinds of online sources by taking a network
perspective. The aim of this work is to introduce a new data analysis
workspace capable of using several tools on data coming from social me-
dia and financial sources in order to identify new patterns, correlations
or causalities useful to data mining and forecasting applications.
In Chapter 1 I described the data I have been working with, and I showed
some dataset examples created through the framework. All the studies
proposed aim at finding a financial or inner value within the data. The
explorative analysis on Chapter 2 shows how to use Facebook as Microe-
conomic data source. Wheareas it does not contain useful evidence for
forecasting applications, it still represents a promising research project
due to the data availability and cheap costs required. These indicators
are very important in order to estimate economic trends and drive in-
vestments on specific sectors of a country/city. Application fields for
future research range from nowcasting to mobility, ranging to measur-
ing urban growth or developing models for shadow economy detection.
As introduced in Chapter 3, within particular conditions data may be
misinformative. In such cases introducing a network approach can shed
light on hidden features of the global system, as it was done introducing
the Accounting Network where networks features were compared with
classical economic indicators from literature, considering as reference the
period from 2001 to 2013. Here balance sheet data were used as a tool to
build a network in order to study how banks acted during the recent 2007
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crisis, finding some analogies between economic indicators and network
features. Future works can take into account more advanced methodolo-
gies, which can allow also to differentiate each financial variable accord-
ing to the case at hand. Finally, oi Chapter 4 I analysed the Bitcoin Peer
network. Even though it is not known how peers are linked to each other,
some important findings emerge from the data propagated by clients to
the network. The rate of transactions included inside the Blockchain is
kept very low by miners, even considering the higher transaction rate
spread by peers. This leads to a global inefficiency of the system, due to
policies adopted by several miners. Future works can suggest to intro-
duce a permanent monitoring of the status of the network and to make
some changes on the rules adopted to create new blocks, in order to dis-
courage bad practices by miners which can freeze the global Bitcoin pay-
ment system.
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